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Abstract
Lanthanum in the A-site of LaMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ perovskite was partially substituted by
silver. La1–xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3 samples (x=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) were prepared by the two
Pechini and sol–gel methods and their catalytic activity was evaluated for CH4
combustion and CO oxidation reactions. FT-IR analysis of different samples before
calcination confirmed the formation of different complexes between the elements.
Calcined samples were characterized using XRD, TPR, BET, SEM and XRF techniques.
XRD results revealed that the Pechini method led to perovskite structures with higher
purity and that segregation of Ag in samples prepared by the sol–gel method was
higher. SEM images and EDS results for samples before and after catalytic tests
showed that the Pechini samples had a lower particle size and better distribution of the
elements. The catalytic results indicate that the oxidation activity increased with the
amount of Ag in the oxide, but the stability of the structure decreased.
Keywords: Perovskite, Pechini Method, Sol–Gel Method, Oxidation Catalyst

1. Introduction
The catalytic combustion process has been
developed over a variety of catalytic systems
to pursue suitable catalysts with high thermal
stability and activity [1]. Perovskite-type
oxides of the general formula ABO3 are wellknown catalysts for the catalytic combustion
of methane and catalytic oxidation of CO [2].
Tailoring of their catalytic properties and
thermal stability by partial substitution of A
and/or B sites [3, 4, 5] can yield perovskites
that are over-stoichiometric or deficient in
oxygen under well-defined conditions [6].

Many metallic elements are stable in the
perovskite structure provided that the A and
B ions have dimensions (rA>0.90 Å, rB>0.51
Å) consistent with the limits of the so-called
tolerance factor t (0.8<t<1.0) defined by
Goldschmidt as t= (rA+rO)/√2 (rB+rO), where
rA, rB, and rO are the ionic radii for A, B, and
O, respectively [7]. The distance between the
cation and oxygen is related only to the
oxidation state of the cation and to the nature
of occupied sites [8]. If t is somewhat
different, the cubic structure will be distorted
and an orthorhombic or rhombohedral
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structure is obtained [9]. Up to now, almost
all known perovskite compounds have t
values in the range of 0.75–1.00. However, it
seems that t = 0.75–1.00 is not a sufficient
condition for the formation of the perovskite
structure, as indicated later, for some systems
whose t are even within the most favorable
range (0.8–0.9), no perovskite structure is
stable[10].
It has been reported that perovskites of the
structural formula LaBO3 with B=Mn, Co or
Ni are particularly suitable for total VOC
oxidation [11, 12, 13]. The lanthanide ions at
A sites are generally catalytically inactive,
whereas the activity of unsubstituted ABO3 is
mainly determined by component B of
transition metals [3]. Partial substitution of
ions in positions A and/or B for A′ and B′
produces crystal lattice defects or creates O2–
vacancies in the lattice, thus enhancing the
catalytic properties of such catalysts [2].
Studies on the effect of lanthanum
substitution by divalent elements such as Sr,
Ce and Ca [14, 15, 16, 17] and monovalent
elements such as Na and K [18, 19, 20, 21]
have been widely reported during the last
decade. Also, the substitution of La in
LaMnO3 by Ba, Pb was reported to enhance
the catalytic activity in full oxidation
reaction of CO and hydrocarbons [22].
Perovskite-type manganese oxides are widely
used as catalysts in environmental reactions
such as the conversion of carbon monoxide
and hydrocarbons [5]. High activity for the
combustion of hydrocarbons is characteristic
of catalysts in which the metal in position A
has been substituted with silver, such as
La0.7Ag0.3Fe0.5Co0.5O3, La0.7Ag0.3FeO3 [14]
and La0.7Ag0.3MnO3, which exhibited higher
activity for methane combustion than
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La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 [16]. Partial substitution of
lanthanum with palladium or silver in
LaCoO3 perovskite enhanced the activity for
methane combustion [23]. E. Gulari et al [24]
demonstrated that composite silver cobalt
oxide is a good CO oxidation catalyst. Song
et al. [16] reported that La0.7Ag0.3MnO3
would be a good candidate for cleaning and
combustion of exhaust gases at low
temperature.
Since the catalytic properties of materials are
strongly dependent on the preparation
procedure, it is essential to investigate the
structure of perovskites prepared by the
different methods.
Perovskites can be
synthesized by several methods. The
methods, including thermal treatment at
T >1000°C, are not suitable for catalytic
applications since the high temperature leads
to a material with low surface area [25].
Low-temperature synthesis routes such as coprecipitation [26] and flash combustion [27,
28] yield a relatively high surface area.
Therefore, other methods for preparing
perovskite-type oxides with higher BET
surface area need to be identified [29].
LaMn1–xCuxO3 perovskites have been
considered as catalysts for methane
combustion and CO oxidation [30, 31, 32,
33]. Our previous work was focused on Mn
substitution by copper in LaMnO3 structure,
and optimizing the Cu content in it. The
results showed that partial substitution of
copper had a positive effect on promoting
reduction behavior of Mn which is,
consequently, the reason for its promoted
activity. It was observed that the optimized
Cu to Mn ratio is 1 to 4 [38]. Therefore, from
our previous study, LaMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ is
chosen for further optimization and
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comparison. In the present study, the effects
of La substitution by Ag in LaMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ
and its preparation method on catalyst
morphology and activity in methane
combustion and CO oxidation is investigated.
Samples were prepared by the Pechini and
sol–gel methods. The Pechini method
involves the formation of a rigid polymer
network between citric acid and ethylene
glycol, which leads to a material with high
degree of molecular homogeneity, as well as
finer powders, thus presenting a higher
surface area; essential property for catalyst
reaction according to Fourier-transform
infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy, X-ray
diffraction (XRD), X-ray fluorescence
(XRF), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and
Bruner Emmet Teller (BET) analyses. For
the purpose of comparison a sol-gel route
using a chelating agent (like citric acid) is
considered a useful technique because it
presents the advantages of allowing low
temperature and short periods of calcinations.
2. Experimental procedure
2-1. Preparation

Two methods, shown in Fig. 1(A, B), have
been used to investigate the effect of
preparation method on properties of La1–
xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ (x=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) mixed
oxides. La1–xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ perovskite
oxides were prepared using La(NO3)3⋅6H2O
(Merck), Ag(NO3) (Merck), Mn(NO3)3⋅4H2O
(Merck), Cu(NO3)2⋅3H2O (Merck), citric
acid, ethylene glycol according to the Pechini
and sol–gel methods.
2-2. Pechini method

Nitrate salts were mixed in appropriate
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proportions and dissolved in deionized water.
Citric acid was added to the nitrate solution
at a citrate/metal molar ratio of 2:1. Then
ethylene glycol (mass ratio of 40:60 to citric
acid) [34] was added. The solution was
heated at 70 °C with stirring. After water
evaporation and polyesterification reaction
between citric acid and ethylene glycol, the
resin-like substance that formed was dried at
110 °C overnight and calcined at 750 °C for
4 h. The powders obtained were denoted P0
(x=0), P1 (x=0.1), P2 (x=0.2), and P3
(x=0.3).

2-3. Sol–gel method

The nitrates of La, Na and Cu were used as
starting materials for obtaining an aqueous
solution of La3+, Ag+ ,Mn4+/3+and Cu2+ with
appropriate stoichiometry. The same amount
of citric acid as for the Pechini method was
added and the resulting solution was heated
by constant stirring at temperatures of 70 °C.
After water evaporation, the clear solution
gradually turned to a milky sol and finally
transformed into a gel. The gel was dried at
110 °C overnight and calcined at 750 °C for
4 h. The powders obtained were denoted S0
(x=0), S1 (x=0.1), S2 (x=0.2), and S3
(x=0.3).
It should be noted that S0 and P0 refer to
LaMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ and the results are from
our previous work [38].
2-4. Characterization and activity tests

Powder XRD patterns of the calcined
perovskites before and after reactions were
measured using a Philips PW-1800
diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation
(λ=1.5406 Å) at 40 kV and 30 mA to
33
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determine the crystalline phases and lattice
parameters. Scanning was carried out over
the 2θ range 5–90° with a step size of 0.03°
and a count time of 2 s per step. Phase

identification was carried out by comparison
with Joint Committee on Powder Diffraction
Standards (JCPDS) database cards.

Citric acid

Citric acid

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the preparation of La1-xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ powders by (A) Pechini method, (B)
sol-gel method
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FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu
8400s FT-IR instrument. The dried samples
were dissolved in n-hexane then cooled to
–10 °C. The crystals obtained were mixed at
3 wt.% with KBr and analyzed by FT-IR.
Catalyst compositions (by weight) were
determined by XRF spectroscopy using a
Thermo Scientific ARL ADVANT’X series
instrument. The specific surface area of
samples was measured by the BET isotherm
technique for nitrogen adsorption on a
BELCAT-A system operated in single-point
mode. Temperature-programmed reduction
(TPR) studies were performed on a
BELCAT-A system equipped with a thermal
conductivity detector (TCD) using calcined
catalyst samples of approximately 100 mg.
The samples were initially flushed with
argon at a flow rate of 50 cm3/min as the
temperature was increased at 10 °C/min to
200 °C and then held for 60 min to remove
water. The reducing gas (10% H2 in argon)
was introduced at a flow rate of 50 cm3/min
and the temperature was increased from
room temperature to 1100 °C at 10 °C/min
and then held for 70 min. The amount of
hydrogen consumed was determined by
TCD.
The morphology of calcined catalysts was
examined by SEM using a VEGA II XMU
electron microscope (TSCAN) operated in
back-scattered and secondary electron
detector modes to determine the morphology
of the surface structures. The elemental
analysis of the crystalline phases was
determined by EDS coupled to the SEM.
Catalytic activity tests for methane
combustion and CO oxidation were
performed in a fixed-bed microreactor (I.D.
6.6 mm). Tests were carried out by feeding a
Iranian Journal of Chemical Engineering, Vol.9, No. 3

mixture of 2 vol.% CH4 and 10 vol.% O2 in
N2 for methane combustion and 2 vol.% CO
and 20 vol.% O2 in N2 for CO oxidation at 50
cm3/min while the temperature was increased
from 200 to 700 °C. A 0.2-g sample of
catalyst was used for each test. Brooks
(5850E) mass-flow controllers equipped with
in-line filters and check valves were used to
regulate the gas flows. The fixed-bed
stainless steel reactor was placed in a
cylindrical ceramic oven and was fed up
flow. Analysis of the products and the feed
components was performed by on-line gas
chromatography using a Thermo Finnegan
KAV00109 chromatograph with a TCD
detector, helium as carrier gas, and a 5A
60/80 mesh molecular sieve.
3. Results and discussion
3-1. FT-IR spectroscopy

FT-IR spectra of La1–xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ
dried gels (x=0.1, 0.2, 0.3) prepared by both
routes are presented in Fig. 2. As mentioned
in Section 2.1, citric acid was used as the
complexing agent for both routes. The bands
detected at 1730cm–1(▲) and 1080cm–1 (▲)
are related to monodentate ligands containing
a carbonyl group [35]. These bonds confirm
complex formation between the complexing
agent and metal ions. Peaks detected at
approximately 1640cm–1(￭) and 1380cm–1 (￭)
for all samples are attributed to asymmetric
and symmetric stretching modes of carbonyl
groups, respectively [35, 36]. A wide band at
approximately 3200 cm–1 (੦) was detected
for all samples, and is assigned to hydroxyl
groups [35]. For the Pechini method, as
ethylene glycol is used for polyesterification
with citric acid to form a rigid polymer
35
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network, a band related to C–O stretching
was detected at approximately 1180 cm–1(□),
confirming the polymerization process [36,
37]. The FT-IR results thus confirm that
complex formation between citric acid and

metallic ions occurred in the sol–gel route
and that polyesterification of ethylene glycol
and citric acid and complexation with
metallic ions occurred in the Pechini method.

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of La1-xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ precursor final solution prepared by Pechini (P1, P2, P3) and sol
gel methods (S1, S2, S3)
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indicates that the Pechini route leads to purer
perovskite phases and that the sol–gel
method leads to the formation of higher
amounts of metallic Ag.
The lattice parameter calculated for all
samples is shown in Table 1. For Pechini
samples the lattice parameter decreased with
increasing Ag, but no correlation was
observed for sol–gel samples because this
method yields greater separation of Ag from
the perovskite structure and there is no
estimate for silver introduction into a defined
structure. Lower Ag segregation in Pechini
samples is due to the usage of ethylene
glycol, which leads to the formation of a
rigid polymer network that suppresses the
mobility of metal–citric acid complexes,
which minimizes the segregation of metal
particles during calcination.
The BET surface area was higher for Pechini
samples than for sol–gel samples (Table 1).
In both methods, the surface area of the
samples increased with the Ag content,
indicating that Ag can be helpful in
increasing the surface area.

3-2. XRD results

XRD measurements were performed to
determine the crystalline structure of the
calcined samples. XRD patterns of the
perovskite oxides before and after catalytic
tests are shown in Fig. 2A–B. For Pechini
samples, only a single perovskite phase
(JCPDS -33-0713) was detected for x=0, 0.1
and 0.2, but for x=0.3 metallic silver was
detected in addition to the perovskite phase
(Fig. 2A). The XRD patterns of the samples
prepared by the sol–gel method are presented
in Fig. 2B. Only a perovskite structure was
detected for x=0 and 0.1, but both metallic
Ag and a perovskite phase were detected for
x=0.2 and 0.3. Comparison of the tolerance
factor, t, for different samples prepared by
the two methods reveals that, because of the
smaller ionic radius of silver than lanthanum,
t values deviated from 1, with increasing Ag
substitution (x>0.2). This effect means that
the perovskite structure becomes unstable for
x>0.2, whereas for samples with x≤0.2 t is
closer to 1 and the crystal structure is closer
to cubic. Comparison of the XRD results

Table 1. Lattice parameter and surface area of perovskite- type oxides ( In the table, P stands for samples prepared
by Pechini method and S for samples prepared by sol-gel method and the general structure of samples is
La1–xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3).
Samples

Lattice parameter (Å)

Surface area (m2/g)

P0 (LaMn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9708

14.0

P1 (La0.9Ag0.1Mn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9707

16.0

P2 (La0.8Ag0.2Mn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9690

17.0

P3 (La0.7Ag0.3Mn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9650

17.5

S0 (LaMn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9701

8.0

S1 (La0.9Ag0.1Mn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9680

9.5

S2 (La0.8Ag0.2Mn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9631

10.0

S3 (La0.7Ag0.3Mn0.8Cu0.2O3)

3.9670

11.0
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3-3. XRF, EDS and SEM results

The sample morphology was investigated by
SEM before and after catalytic tests.
Micrographs of samples S2 and P2 are shown
in Fig. 3. The images reveal that the particle
size of the sample prepared by the Pechini
method was <200 nm, whereas particles of
different sizes (up to 800 nm) were observed
for the sol–gel sample. This confirms that the
Pechini route leads to smaller particles than
the sol–gel method. Fig. 3(c, d) shows
micrographs of the same samples used in
methane combustion reactions. The particle
size of S2 was greater after the catalytic test
due to sintering at higher temperatures during
the reaction. After exposure to high
temperature the particle size of P2 was in the
range 50–300 nm, whereas particles in the
order of micrometer were observed for S2.
SEM images of other samples (data not
shown) also reveal that the particle size of
Pechini samples was less sensitive to high
temperatures, and these samples showed
more resistance to high temperatures. SEM
investigations after activity tests thus
demonstrate that Pechini samples were less

agglomerated and retained a fine crystal size,
whereas the corresponding sol–gel samples
exhibited a greater particle size.
Sample homogeneity was investigated by
EDS at different sample points before and
after catalytic tests. The weight percent of
different elements was determined by XRF.
As an example, XRF and EDS results for
samples S2 and P2 are presented in Table 2.
For P2 the weight percent of different
elements was similar at different points,
indicating a uniform distribution of elements.
The results are also close to the theoretical
values. However, different values of Ag
wt.% were obtained at three points for S2,
which differ from the theoretical value. The
reason is that at x=0.2 for sol–gel samples,
only some of the Ag entered the perovskite
structure and the remainder forms a metallic
phase, as revealed by XRD. The XRF results
also correspond to theoretical values.
Comparison of EDS results after catalytic
tests also indicates that the distribution of
different elements was more uniform and
closer to the theoretical values for P2 than for
S2.

Table 2. EDS average values and XRF data of P2 and S2 samples before and after activity test
P2

S2

Element

38

La

Ag

Mn

Cu

La

Ag

Mn

Cu

Theoretical

58.66

11.38

23.29

6.72

58.66

11.38

23.29

6.72

XRF

59.60

10.85

23.20

6.35

59.95

10.05

23.45

6.55

EDS (Fresh catalyst)

59.21

10.01

23.64

7.13

58.35

7.98

23.61

8.53

EDS (after Activity test)

61.10

8.92

23.11

6.89

62.02

6.49

23.18

6.67
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Figure 3. XRD patterns of La1-xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ perovskite calcined at 750°C for 4 hours; prepared by (A) Pechini
method before and (B) sol gel method

3-4. TPR

Fig. 4
shows
TPR
profiles of
La1–xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ (x=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3)
catalysts prepared by the Pechini and sol–gel
methods. Two main peaks were detected in
all cases; one at temperatures ranging from
200 to 300 °С and the other at temperatures
between 800–900°С. XRD results of the
samples after TPR, confirm the presence of
metallic Cu, metallic Ag, MnO and La2O3.
Iranian Journal of Chemical Engineering, Vol.9, No. 3

Therefore the first peak is dedicated to Cu2+,
and Mn4+ reduction to Cu° and Mn3+,
respectively, and the second peak to the
reduction of Mn3+ to Mn2+ as also observed
by L.Lisi [32]. For samples S0 and P0
without Ag, the first reduction peak was at
approximately 240 °С. Substitution of 10%
Ag in the A site increased the stability of the
perovskite structure and therefore the
reduction peak shifted to a higher
39
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temperature (280 °С for P1 and 300 °С for
S1). Higher Ag substitution at x=0.2
decreased the stability of the structure, so P2
and S2 samples were reduced at lower
temperatures than for P1 and S1. At x=0.3
the reduction temperature of the Pechini
sample further decreased. However, for

sample S3 there was little difference in
reduction temperature compared to S2.
According to the XRD results for S3, only
some of the Ag enters the perovskite
structure, similar to S2, and the rest is
metallic Ag on the surface.

Figure 4. SEM images of (a) fresh P2 sample; (b) fresh S2 sample ;( c) P2 sample after activity test; (d) S2 sample
after activity test
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Comparison of the TPR results revealed that
the Pechini samples were reduced at a lower
temperature and had higher hydrogen
consumption than the sol–gel samples.
Hydrogen consumption for the samples was
3.25, 3.54, 3.88 and 3.92 mmol/g for P0–P3
and 2.83, 3.1, 3.64 and 3.78 mmol/g for S0–
S3, respectively. Since most of the Ag enters
the perovskite structure in Pechini samples,
hydrogen consumption is higher and

reduction can occur at a lower temperature.
According to the hydrogen consumption for
these samples, the correct formula and
Mn4+/Mn3+ ratio can be calculated. Thus, the
formula for mixed oxides prepared by the
Pechini method is La1–xAgyMn3+0.4Mn+40.4
Cu0.2O3±δ. These results indicate that as the
amount of silver increased from x=0 to
x=0.3, δ decreased from 3.1 to 2.8,
respectively.
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Figure 5. TPR Profile of Pechini (P0, P1, P2, P3) and Sol-gel (S0, S1, S2, S3) samples
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3-5. Activity tests

samples containing higher amounts of Ag. At
x=0.2 and 0.3 the catalytic activity of the
samples were similar. The samples prepared
by the Pechini method were more active than
the samples prepared by the sol-gel method.
T50% and T90% of the samples in methane
combustion and CO oxidation reaction, are
shown in Fig 8(A, B). The reason for the
higher activity of the Pechini samples is their
smaller particle sizes and higher surface
areas. Also, according to XRD results in the
Pechini method most of the silver enters the
perovskite structure which leads to higher
deficiency of the perovskite structure and
higher activity.

Methane conversion (%)

Methane conversion (%)

Catalytic activity test results of the samples
in methane combustion and CO oxidation are
shown in Fig. 6 (A, B) and Fig.7 (A, B),
respectively. As can be seen, the samples
without Ag prepared by both methods had
lower activities in comparison with the
samples containing Ag. By increasing the Ag
content of the samples the catalytic activity is
improved, because by increasing the Ag
content, trivalent La is substituted by silver
(1+) and this difference in the valences of the
elements leads to the deficiency of the
perovskite structure which is the reason for
better reduction and higher activities of the

Figure 6. Methane conversion of Pechini (P0, P1, P2, P3) and Sol-gel (S0, S1, S2, S3) samples

Figure 7. Activities of Pechini (P0, P1, P2, P3) and Sol-gel (S0, S1, S2, S3) samples for CO oxidation at different
reaction temperatures
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Figure 8. T50% and T90% of Pechini (P0, P1, P2, P3) and Sol-gel (S0, S1, S2, S3) samples in (A): methane
combustion and (B) : CO oxidation reaction

The CO oxidation results indicate that Ag
addition to LaMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ greatly
improved the catalytic activity. The CO total
conversion temperature of sample P2 was
approximately 200 °С lower than that of P0.
Comparison of results of the Ag-containing
samples revealed that P2 and S2 had the
highest activity among the Pechini and sol–
gel samples, respectively, in agreement with
the TPR results. Similar to observations for
methane conversion, Pechini samples were
more active than the sol–gel samples for CO
oxidation.
3-6. XRD results after activity testing

The XRD results of the samples after
methane combustion activity tests is shown
in Fig. 9A,B. These results were compared
with the XRD patterns of the samples before
catalytic tests, in order to investigate changes
in structure. After activity tests, Pechini
samples with Ag substitution of <20% had
approximately the same XRD spectra as

Iranian Journal of Chemical Engineering, Vol.9, No. 3

before, and for x=0 (no silver substitution)
the spectra before and after the tests were
exactly the same for samples prepared by
both methods. Peaks for the sol–gel samples
indicate the presence of silver in metallic
form besides the perovskite phase. For sol–
gel samples, peaks related to non-perovskite
phases increased with the Ag content,
indicating that silver migrated from the
perovskite structure after exposure to
reaction conditions and a metallic phase was
formed. Comparison of XRD results for the
Pechini and sol–gel samples revealed lower
Ag segregation during catalytic tests for the
former; the initial structure was maintained
and therefore the Pechini samples were more
stable. Due to the lower temperatures
necessary for complete CO oxidation on
La1–xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ oxides and their
structural stability at those temperatures, no
changes were observed in the structure of the
oxides after CO oxidation tests.
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Figure 9. XRD patterns of La1-xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ perovskite prepared by (A) Pechini method and (B) sol gel
method after methane combustion activity test

4. Conclusions
La1–xAgxMn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ (x=0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3)
perovskites were prepared by two different
methods, the Pechini and sol–gel methods.
XRD results for calcined samples showed
that more silver entered the structure in the
Pechini samples than in the sol–gel samples.
Samples prepared by the Pechini method had
higher surface area and lower particle size
than those prepared by the sol–gel method.
The Pechini samples exhibited a uniform
distribution of elements at different points
44

that was close to the theoretical values. The
catalytic activity of the oxides was
investigated for methane combustion and CO
oxidation reactions. The Pechini samples had
higher activity for both reactions. The
catalytic activity increased with the Ag
content for samples prepared by both
methods. At x=0.2 and 0.3 the catalytic
activity of the samples was similar. For CO
oxidation the catalytic activity of the Pechini
samples was higher and Ag substitution
increased the activity of the oxides.
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Comparison of XRD results for the oxides
before and after catalytic tests revealed that
Ag reduced at higher temperatures could not
return to the bulk after catalysis test in sol–
gel samples, and therefore Ag remained in
the metallic phase on the perovskite.
However, in Pechini samples only a small
proportion of the silver remained on the
surface and most of it returned to the bulk,
thus conferring higher stability to these
samples. In terms of activity and XRD
results, La0.8Ag0.2Mn0.8Cu0.2O3±δ prepared by
both methods was the most active and stable
sample.
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